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Overview
Introduction
The Manage SI Integration allows you to create Projects and Opportunities within ConnectWise Manage from
Projects exported from D-Tools SI.

Configuration
System Requirements
To utilize the Manage SI Integration fully, the following criteria must be met:
•
•
•

Your ConnectWise Manage software must be setup with login credentials that have access to the
Procurement, Project, Companies, and Sales Modules. See ConnectWise Manage Configuration.
Your ConnectWise Manage software must be set up with login credentials that have access to the REST
API. See ConnectWise Manage Configuration.
Internet Access: An internet connection is required.

ConnectWise Manage Configuration
Before using the Integration, you must ensure that Manage is configured to allow access to Companies, Sales,
Project, and Procurement through the REST API.

Configuration of a ConnectWise Manage Login
When you set up the Integration, you will need to provide a Manage member’s login credentials that the
Integration will use to read and update Manage. This member can either be the login of the user who will be
running the Integration or a new member built specifically for the Integration.
Please note: If you are currently using LDAP for you Manage login, this password will not work due to Manage API
limitations. To access the API through this integration, you will need to setup a secondary password in Manage on
your My Account screen.
If you have installed other integrations, you might have created an “Integrator Login”. Note that the
Accounting System in Manage works a bit differently, and as such, does not use an “Integrator Login”. The
Login must be a normal Manage member.

For the Member to be able to work with the required information, they must be assigned a security role that
allows access to the relevant Interfaces. With a default installation, the “Role ID” field must be set to either
“Executive” or “Admin”.
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If, instead, you wish to create your own role rather than use the Manage defaults, you need to ensure that the
security role level settings for the “Companies”, “Procurement”, “Project”, and “Sales” modules are set to “All” for
all levels, as depicted below:
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Additionally, you need to ensure that that the “Inquire Level” is set to “All” on the “API Reports” line within the
System Module, as depicted below:

Configuration of ConnectWise Manage to access the REST API
In addition to accessing the Manage modules listed above, the Integration also requires credentials to access the
REST API. There are two options for providing credentials to access the REST API: APIKey and
MemberImpersonation
Option 1: APIKey Authentication
To setup APIKey Authentication in Manage, navigate to the “API Keys” tab on the member setup. Enter a
description and click Save to generate a Public/Private key-pair. You may want to save the Private Key somewhere
as it will not be visible again once you close the API Keys screen.
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Option 2: MemberImpersonation Authentication
To setup MemberImpersonation Authentication in Manage, open the Integrator Login setup table by navigating to
System > Setup Tables and searching for “Integrator Login”. Click to create a new Integrator Login. Provide a
Username and Password. Select “All records” for Access Level, and click to enable the “Member API”
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D-Tools SI Configuration
Before using the Integration, you must ensure that D-Tools SI is configured to allow access to the REST API.
•
•

Your D-Tools SI software must support the Manage Integration.
Internet Access: An internet connection is required.

Enabling the ConnectWise Manage Integration
To enable the Manage Integration from within SI, navigate to Start > Setup > Control Panel. Click on the “Manage
Integrations” icon within the “Catalog” section of the SI Control Panel.
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Now locate the ConnectWise line in the Manage Integrations menu and click the “Activate Integration” link.

This will provide an API key which will be necessary for configuring the Manage SI Integration. You will be able to
review this API key later by returning to this menu.
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Mapping Corresponding Data
Clients and Contacts
Client in SI are mapped to Companies in Manage. A company is automatically created if a Company with a
matching (without spaces) Company ID does not exist. The Client Contacts in SI are automatically created as
Company Contacts within Manage.
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Projects
Project Board
Before using the Integration, you must manually create a Project Board named “D-Tools Projects” in Manage.
This is where the D-Tools Projects will be created during synchronization. To do so, navigate to Setup Tables and
search for “Project Board” in the Table column. Click on “Project Board.”

Next, click on the Plus sign button to add a new active Project Board

This new Project Board must be active and must be named “D-Tools Projects”. Any other settings on the board
can be modified to your choosing. (Please note that the Location, Business Unit, and Signoff Template fields are
required by Manage.)
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Project Statuses
Once you’ve created the “D-Tools Projects” Project Board (see Project Board), you must also manually create
Project Statuses within that Board. To do so, navigate to the Statuses tab of the “D-Tools Projects” Project Board.

Click the Plus sign button to add a new active status.

This status can be called whatever you like, but the “New Record Default?” checkbox must be enabled. This is the
status that will be used when synchronizing project tickets. (See Phases and Project Tickets.)
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SI Projects as Manage Opportunities
Projects in SI are always created as Opportunities in Manage. The Opportunity will be either created in the default
status or in the “Won Status” defined in the configuration. (See Sync Configuration.) Products on the Project in SI
are added as Products on the Opportunity in Manage.

Please note that the following fields are required in SI before a Project can be exported to Manage: Client, Project
Name, Primary Contact, Start Date, and End Date. The Assigned To field is not required but will be mapped if the
Resource Name in SI matches a MemberID in Manage. (See Sync Configuration.)
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SI Projects as Manage Projects
Projects that are in a “Won Progress” (see Sync Configuration) will create a Project in Manage (in addition to
creating a Won Opportunity).

Please note that the following fields are required in SI before a Project can be exported to Manage: Client, Project
Name, Primary Contact, Start Date, and End Date. The Assigned To field is not required but will be mapped if the
Resource Name in SI matches a MemberID in Manage. (See Sync Configuration.)
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Phases and Project Tickets
Individual Locations and sub-Locations in D-Tools SI will be translated into Phases and Project Tickets in Manage
and each Project Ticket will contain the product items assigned to that Location in D-Tools SI.
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Products
Products are automatically created in Manage to represent the Products that are associated with the Project in SI.
Products are created in Manage with the Product Type set to “D-Tools Catalog.” Products in SI must belong to the
Catalog. Please note that the Manage Catalog price/cost are initially set, but the import process overrides those
prices/costs individually for each imported Project and Opportunity.

Please note that the following fields are required in SI before a Product can be exported to Manage: Manufacturer,
Model, Category, and Subcategory.
Product ID
The Product ID mapping is fully customizable within the Sync Configuration. Here, you will be able to set which
field(s) from D-Tools map to the Product ID in Manage.

The Product Mapping field will be pre-populated with a default configuration, but you will be able to change it to
meet your specific needs. For example, if you would like to use a colon-delimiter instead of a hyphen, simply
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change it in the Product Mapping field. If you would like to truncate the Model to 5 characters, simply add the
number 5 to the Product Mapping field.
As you make changes to the Product Mapping field, you will see the Pattern Sample Result update with your
changes to show you what your format will look like in Manage. You may also change the Sample D-Tools Item to
affect the Pattern Sample Result. If the format in the Product Mapping field is ever invalid, you will receive a
notification in the Patter Sample Result:

To see this setup in action, check out this how-to video HERE.
Product Type
During the first import, two Products Types will automatically be created: “D-Tools Catalog” and “D-Tools Labor”.
“D-Tools Catalog” will be used for imported D-Tools Product Items while “D-Tools Labor“ will be used for imported
D-Tools Labor Items.
Category
During the import of each product on a D-Tools project, a new Product Category will be created within Manage to
correspond to the SI Category (if the Manage Category does not exist already).
SubCategory
During the import of each product on a D-Tools project, a new Product Subcategory will be created within Manage
to correspond to the SI Subcategory (if the Manage Subcategory does not exist already).
Manufacturer
During the import of each product on a D-Tools project, a new Manufacturer will be created within Manage to
correspond to the SI Manufacturer (if the Manage Manufacturer does not exist already).
Product Class
During the import of each product on a D-Tools project, the integration will assign a Product Class in Manage. DTools Product Items will be assigned “Inventory” while D-Tools Labor Items will be assigned “Service”.
Price Adjustments
During the import, records will be created automatically, if non-existent, to represent Price Adjustments on DTools SI products. These include Product, Labor, and Misc. Parts Adjustments. The integration will automatically
create a product for each type of adjustment in Manage. These products will have a category of “Adjustment” and
both a Subcategory and a Product ID of Product Adjustment, Labor Adjustment, or Miscellaneous Parts
Adjustment. These adjustment products will be automatically applied in Manage to reflect any price adjustments
in D-Tools SI.
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Manage SI Integration
The Manage SI Integration is a web service that allows you to create and update Projects and Opportunities within
Mange from Projects within D-Tools SI.

Logging In
You can access the Integration at: https://dtools.mobiusworks.com
Following this link will present you with the login page.

Enter your Manage SI Integration account email address in the “Email Address” field.
Enter your Manage SI Integration account password in the “Password” field.
If you have forgotten your password, you can select the Forgot Password option in the side login menu. This
will bring you to a new page that will require your Integration account email address. Once you have entered
your Integration account email address, press the Reset Password button. Once you have submitted your
request for a password reset, you will receive an email from no-reply@mbwit.com, and inside this email will be
a unique link to reset your password.

Account Setup
When logging in to the Integration for the first time your home page will show a “Configurations” section of the
user dashboard page. You must go through the steps of configuring Manage, D-Tools, and the Sync Configuration
before the integration can perform synchronizations. You can click the Configure ConnectWise or Configure DTools links in either the Configuration section or the navigational sidebar.
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ConnectWise Setup
The ConnectWise Manage Configuration page allows the setup of a single ConnectWise connection to your
Manage company. It will require a member login with access to the required modules and proper credentials to
access the REST API. See ConnectWise Manage Configuration.

To setup your Manage API connection, fill in the correct information for Site, Company ID, Username, Public Key,
and Private Key (if using APIKey authentication) or Member Name, Integrator Username, and Integrator Password
(if using MemberImpersonation.)

D-Tools Setup
The D-Tools Configuration page allows configuration of one connection to your SI Server. Service URL will populate
by default. To setup your SI connection, fill in the correct information into the Username, Password, and API Key
fields. (This API key is the key generated before; see D-Tools SI Configuration.)
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Sync Configuration
The Sync Configuration screen is used to set configuration values that will tailor the synchronization process to
your business needs.

•

Sales Representative is a drop-down list that allows you to select a member from your Manage
environment. This member will be used as the default Sales Rep on Opportunities created within Manage
only if a Sales Representative cannot be determined from the Project in SI. To clarify, the Project Assigned
To field in SI will be mapped as the Sales Rep on an Opportunity in Manage only if the Resource Name in SI
matches a MemberID in Manage. If no match is found, then the default Sales Representative in the Sync
Configuration is used.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•

ConnectWise Manage Opportunity Won Status is a drop-down list that allows you to select a status to
use in Manage when setting an Opportunity to a “Won” State.
D-Tools SI Opportunity Progresses is a semicolon-delimited field in which you can enter a list of
progresses that, if found on an SI project, should be considered “Won” in Manage. To clarify, if an SI
project has a status that IS included in this list, then the Opportunity will be imported into Manage with
the “Won” status configured in the ConnectWise Manage Opportunity Won Status drop-down. However,
if an SI project has a status that is NOT included in this list, then the Opportunity will be imported into
Manage with the default Opportunity status configured in the Manage Setup Tables.
Auto-Sync is a checkbox that, when checked, will tell the integration to look for projects exported from SI
to synchronize into Manage automatically on a set time-interval.
Auto-Sync Interval is the time interval to poll for exported D-Tools SI projects. (Only applicable when
Auto-Sync is enabled.)
Error-Notification Email List is a semicolon-delimited list of email addresses to notify when an issue is
encountered during an unattended sync. (Only applicable when Auto-Sync is enabled.)
Aggregate Price Adjustments is a checkbox that, when checked, will tell the integration to merge all DTools SI price adjustments (of a type, i.e. Product/Labor/Misc. Parts) into a single product line in Manage.
Note: The integration will not be able to merge taxable/non-taxable and billable/nonbillable adjustments
of a type. When this option is not checked, the integration will apply price adjustments, for each price
adjustment type, immediately after each price adjusted item.
Product Mapping is where you will configure the format for Product ID mapping between Manage and SI.
See Products for more information.
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Export a Project from D-Tools SI to Manage
Within D-Tools SI, open the Project Explorer and select the Project you wish to export. Then, navigate to the
Integrations tab and click the “Export” Button.

Select the ConnectWise Manage Integration and click the “Export” button. The selected project will be exported
and will be processed the next time the D-Tools API is polled.

Poll D-Tools
Clicking the “Poll D-Tools” link in the Navigational Sidebar will initiate the synchronization process. (See
Synchronization Workflow.)
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Synchronization Workflow

1

2

3

4

1.
2.
3.
4.

See Clients and Contacts.
See Products.
See SI Projects as Manage Opportunities.
See SI Projects as Manage Projects.
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Synchronization Details
If any errors are encountered during any step, they will be displayed in the Message column of the relevant step.
The synchronization process will first attempt to connect to both Manage and D-Tools.

Each Project exported from D-Tools SI will be imported in the following way:
• Company and Contacts will be created within Manage if they do not already exist.
• Products will then be added to the Product Catalog if they do not already exist within Manage.
• A Sales Opportunity will be created in Manage to reflect the project and products will be added to it.
o If the D-Tools SI Project is in a Progress that is not flagged as an Opportunity Progress in the Sync
Configuration, the Opportunity will have its Status set to the Manage Opportunity Won Status.
o The Sales Representative on the Opportunity will be determined based on the following rules:
▪ if your version of D-Tools SI supports exporting Project Resources and the Project Owner
Resource Name matches a Member in Manage, that member will be assigned as the
Sales Representative.
▪ Otherwise, the default Sales Representative defined in the Sync Configuration will be
used.
o Products on the Project in D-Tools SI will be added as Products on the Opportunity in Manage.
• If the D-Tools SI Project is in a Progress that is not flagged as an Opportunity Status in the Sync
Configuration, a Project will be created within Manage.
o A Project Ticket will be created for each Location within the Project in D-Tools SI. Products will be
added to these Project Tickets corresponding to the Location they belong to within the D-Tools SI
Project.
If you leave the page open, it will refresh as the sync progresses and show the sync status of each individual
mapping.
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Review Run Tasks
The “Review Run Tasks” page allows you to review recent Sync tasks that have already been run. This history can
be used to confirm Sync behavior and troubleshoot.

Click on a Project Sync record to see details about that Synchronization such as Status of the Sync, Errors that may
have been encountered, and Manage records that may have been created or updated.
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Validating a Sync
Companies
To verify the Company was created in Manage for the D-Tools client, navigate to Companies > Companies and
search by Company name for the client.

Opportunities
To verify an Opportunity was imported into Manage, navigate to Sales > My Opportunities and search for your
Opportunity by the Company or Opportunity Name.

Projects
To verify a Project was imported into Manage, navigate to Project > Project Board and search for your Project by
the Company or Project Name.
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Customer Support
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact our consulting team at Help@ConnectWise.com.
There is also an integrated message submission form accessible from the side navigation menu under Contact
Support. You can use this form to easily submit support requests to ConnectWise. If the support request is related
to an issue syncing Projects, you can select to attach the log for the batch in question by selecting the “Send Batch
Log?” checkbox and selecting the Project batch.

Provide a Subject and Message, and click Submit to send the Support Request.

Contact Us
For more information about any of our products or services, please feel free to contact your Account Manager at
AccountManager@ConnectWise.com.
Don’t have an Account Manager yet? No problem! Please feel free to contact us at
http://www.connectwise.com/contact-us.
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